Sequence analysis
BLogo: a tool for visualization of bias in biological sequences
W.Li, B.Yang, S.Liang, Y.Wang, C.Whiteley, Y.Cao and X.Wang

GIMSAN: a Gibbs motif finder with significance analysis
P.Ng and U.Keich

Structural bioinformatics
PRODECOMPv3: decompositions of NMR projections for protein backbone and side-chain assignments and structural studies
D.K.Staykova, J.Fredriksson and M.Billeter

Gene expression
Eigen-R2 for dissecting variation in high-dimensional studies
L.S.Chen and J.D.Storey

Arabidopsis thaliana regulatory element analyzer
A.Choudhury and A.Lahiri

Systems biology
Cytoprophet: a Cytoscape plug-in for protein and domain interaction networks inference
F.Morcos, C.Lamanna, M.Sikora and J.Izaguirre

Data and text mining
Peptide Finder: mapping measured molecular masses to peptides and proteins
A.Alexandridou, G.Th.Tsangaris, K.Vougas, K.Nikita and G.Spyrou

Databases and ontologies
PK/DB: database for pharmacokinetic properties and predictive in silico ADME models
T.L.Mod, L.G.Torres, A.E.Carrara and A.D.Andricopulo

The Synergizer service for translating gene, protein and other biological identifiers
G.F.Berriz and F.P.Roth
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Genome analysis

Comparison of algorithms for pre-processing of SELDI-TOF mass spectrometry data
A. Cruz Marcello, R. Guerra, M. Vannucci, Y. Li, C.C. Lau and T.K. Man

Predicting pathway membership via domain signatures
H. Fröhlich, M. Fellmann, H. Sülte, A. Poustka and T. Beißbarth

A fast Bayesian change point analysis for the segmentation of microarray data
C. Erdman and J.W. Emerson

Protein–ligand interaction prediction: an improved chemogenomics approach
L. Jacob and J. Fort

Is there an acceleration of the CpG transition rate during the mammalian radiation?
M. Peifer, J.E. Karro and H.H. von Grünberg

Model-based prediction of sequence alignment quality
V. Mola, T. Abba, M. Whinen and E. Uusipaikka

High-performance signal peptide prediction based on sequence alignment techniques
K. Franke and M.J. Sippl

Site-specific evolutionary rates in proteins are better modeled as non-independent and strictly relative
A.D. Fernandes and W.R. Atchley

Structural bioinformatics

Model-based alignment of protein structure ensembles
M. Hirsch and M. Habeck

Gene expression

Cancer outlier detection based on likelihood ratio test
J. Hu

A comparative study of survival models for breast cancer prognostication based on microarray data: does a single gene beat them all?
B. Habe, K. Anis, C. Desmedt, C. Sotiriou and G. Borter

Genetics and population analysis

GenoSNP: a variational Bayes within-sample SNP genotyping algorithm that does not require a reference population
E. Giammoulopoulos, C. Yu, S. Coletta, J. Ragoussis and C.C. Holmes

Efficient whole-genome association mapping using local phylogenies for unphased genotype data
Z. Ding, T. Mailund and Y.S. Song

Inference of structure in subdivided populations at low levels of genetic differentiation—the correlated allele frequencies model revisited
G. Guillon

Systems biology

Large-scale computation of elementary flux modes with bit pattern trees
M. Terzer and J. Stelling

Genome-scale classification of metabolic reactions and assignment of EC numbers with self-organizing maps
D.A.R.S. Latino, Q. Y. Zhang and J. Aires de Sousa

Detection of stoichiometric inconsistencies in biomolecular models
A. Gevorgyan, M.G. Poolman and D.A. Fell

APPLICATIONS NOTE

A toolkit for analysing large-scale plant small RNA datasets
S. Moxon, J. Schenck, T. Dalmoy, D. MacLean, D.J. Stothalam and V. Moulton